uLoadXLQ Quantum Secure Boot & Installer

Advanced post quantum solution for IoT secure root of trust, firmware authentication, integrity and safety, and software lifecycle update

The Quantum Computing Threat to IoT

Many critical components of today’s digital societies and economies rely on IoT and connected devices; yet the asymmetric encryption algorithms used to verify genuine code and for secure boot & installation, including ECC and RSA, are vulnerable to future quantum computing attacks. With real-world advancements in Quantum Computing accelerating every day, and IoT devices becoming more mission critical, it is important to safeguard them against compromise to ensure secure and reliable operation in a post-quantum world.

Software Lifecycle Solution

Built on the industry proven uLoadXL product suite, uLoadXLQ delivers quantum-secure boot loader and software update solutions for embedded platforms. uLoadXLQ integrates Quantropi’s MASQ-DS lightweight post-quantum digital signature algorithm featuring small signatures and fast verification, and SEQUÒR™ Quantum Entropy Services to generate and distribute quantum random numbers for true random cryptographic keys. uLoadXLQ is uniquely engineered for performance in embedded systems with limited compute and memory resources.

Features

- Fast and low footprint post-quantum cryptographic digital signature algorithm
- Strong cryptographic keys derived from quantum random numbers
- Robust system integrity, safety and reliability including recovery and fail-safe operation
- Secure boot root of trust protects IP and blocks malware
- Multi-image update for system application, graphic menus, FPGA bit files
- Image file encryption, integrity and authentication, code sign and verify — image cannot be hacked if lost or intercepted
- Install OTA, flash drive, serial port
- Windows WSLAM Software Management Station GUI
- Use standard toolchain to compile and link the system application image
- Multiple public key management for key rotation and revocation
- LCD graphic progress messages and progress bar display framework
- NIST 800-193 Firmware Protect, Detect and Recover
- Platform Kits available for off-the-shelf MCU evaluation kits

QiSpace™

Quantropi’s hybrid SaaS platform uniquely provides quantum-secure cryptographic functions in resource constrained environments.

MASQ™
PQC digital signature featuring small signature size and fast verification.

SEQUÒR™
QRNG derived true random numbers for encryption keys.
How It Works

The WSLAM Software Management Station manages secure software updates and distribution, for routine maintenance and to address identified vulnerabilities. The WSLAM Windows GUI provides image processing, code signing and encryption, and firmware push to target. Secure managed images can be transferred by OTA, by email, removable flash drive, or serial port.

On the IoT device, uLoadXLQ decrypts and verifies the image signature before saving it to the target code flash. If the verification fails, the code is blocked from installing and executing. At power-up or reset, uLoadXLQ executes system integrity checks, verifying application signatures, and automatically performing configurable fallback and recovery steps.


At NIST Level V, MASQ-DS (mppk-ds) offers the smallest public key and signature sizes of any post-quantum algorithm, and fastest combined sign and verify performance. The unique combination of small size and fast performance make it the optimal choice in IoT and resource constrained settings. MASQ-DS has been submitted for NIST standardization.


Limited entropy is a common problem, especially in IoT systems, which can result in weak cryptographic keys and diminished security. SEQU™ quantum entropy services provides quantum random numbers on-demand at up to 1Gbps to create the strongest true random cryptographic keys. SEQU™ random numbers have passed industry standard statistical tests including ENT, DIEHARDER, and NIST SP 800-22.
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